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THE GREEN SHEET 

Ellis Park Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Twenty-Fourth Day: Saturday, August 19, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 193-50-35-43—26%W, 66%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)DAHLIA’S FOXY LADY: Chalk looks tough to deny—the one to beat 
(#8)VERY ELEGANT: Likes the Ellis course; 23% win clip for barn at tilt 
(#10)SARATOGA RANSOM: Rough start hurt her chances last time  
(#7)LADY TEMPLE: Never off the board on turf, always provides value 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-10-7 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)BLUE SKY MONGOLIA: Class drop suits 10-time winner; gets Lanerie 
(#4)KUTUZOV: Moves forward in third start off the shelf; on the drop 
(#5)CHEYENNE BLUES: Consistent mare gets needed class relief  
(#8)KING CORAL: 13-time winner fits on this level; rough trip in Indiana 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-5-8 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)RIPPIN RANGER: Sports solid form in 2017; capable fresh 
(#3)GREELY IS BACK: Has finished in the money in 15-of-26 career starts 
(#5)B ROD MACLEAN: Lone four-time winner comes in fresh, drops  
(#1)BUD’S BAYONET: Has tactical speed and the rail; dead game last time 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-5-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#8)D’BOLDEST: Annexed $77K stakes in last race; loves to win 
(#6)MARQUEE MISS: Handy filly beat a similar bunch 35 days ago 
(#2)JUSTA LADY: More Than Ready filly is sharp right now for Asmussen 
(#5)MARQUEE CAL GAL: In the money 12 of last 17; bred to handle grass  
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-2-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#7)NITE OF THE HUNTER: The controlling speed of the race—gate-to-wire 
(#6)SHARM: He likes the strip in Henderson; comes running in the stretch 
(#4)MOON GATE WARRIOR: Broberg barn hits at a 30% clip off the claim 
(#8)LOMCEVAK: Better on a “fast” surface; makes third start of form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-4-8 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)DESERT POEM: She’s never run a bad race for a tag; blinkers-on noted 
(#10)BLUE RIDGE GIRL: Has a dirt pedigree but takes a stout class drop 
(#4)SNEAKY BETTY: Faced eventual grade one winner in last 2-turn try 
(#9)SUSIE’S DADDY: Scat Daddy filly needs a clean break to be a factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-4-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)FIGHT ON: Hooked a next-out winner on debut; much tighter this time 
(#7)CRAZY IVAN: Sneaky good effort in Ohio out of the box; gets Lasix 
(#9)FLAT LUCKY: Barn excels with juvenile stock; firing “bullets” locally 
(#5)WETUMKA: $700K yearling purchase has lots of black type in family 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-9-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)RHODIUM: Love the synthetic-to-dirt angle—price play special 
(#6)DREAM DANCE: Faced a sharp foe last time; gets pace to set up kick 
(#10)TOASTED: Gray has only been off the board once in her career on dirt 
(#5)WHOLE SCOOP: Should like the stretch out to 8F; has good 2017 form 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-10-5 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)I REMEMBER MAMA: Ran huge on debut; chestnut has tons of upside 
(#2)TRIVIAL: Blame filly is cut out for two-turns, bred to handle the turf 
(#8)MEISTER LEGEND: Returns off a two-month hiatus; capable fresh 
(#3)MOONLIT GARDEN: Woke up in turf debut; third start of form cycle 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-8-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  


